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Abstract
This paper describes a contribution to the BEA
2024 Shared Task on Automated Prediction of
Item Difficulty and Response Time. The partici-
pants in this shared task are to develop models
for predicting the difficulty and response time
of multiple-choice items in the medical field.
These items were taken from the United States
Medical Licensing Examination® (USMLE®),
a high-stakes medical exam. For this purpose,
we evaluated multiple BERT-like pre-trained
transformer encoder models, which we com-
bined with Scalar Mixing and two custom 2-
layer classification heads using learnable Ratio-
nal Activations as an activation function, each
for predicting one of the two variables of in-
terest in a multi-task setup. Our best models
placed first out of 43 for predicting item dif-
ficulty and fifth out of 34 for predicting Item
Response Time.

1 Introduction

According to Madaus and Airasian (1970), assess-
ments are arguably among the core components of
education. They help diagnose and monitor learn-
ers’ skill levels and, thus, function as a basis for
downstream educational decisions. Depending on
their concrete function, they can be further cat-
egorized. Placement assessments are needed to
recommend courses for learners at an appropriate
level. Formative assessments are required to moni-
tor learning progress. Summative assessments are
needed to measure learners’ outcomes.

Each assessment comprises multiple items, i.e.,
individual tasks test-takers must complete. For
standardized assessments, items must be evaluated
to guarantee fair and comparable outcomes. In this
context, multiple factors must be assessed as listed
in the Standards for educational and psychological
testing (Association et al., 1985).

Among these factors are Item Difficulty, i.e., a
numerical variable describing the overall difficulty
of solving a given item, and Item Response Time,

which encodes the overall time needed to solve
an item measured in seconds. Traditionally, Item
Difficulty has been assessed using methods such
as Rasch Analysis (Rasch, 1960) or Item Response
Theory (An and Yung, 2014). Both of them rely
on collection data from pre-evaluations with co-
horts of test takers. As administering respective
pre-evaluation steps is still a labour-intensive and
costly process (Settles et al., 2020), there has been
ongoing research on automating these procedures
using machine learning methods with a higher po-
tential for generalization.

One of these instances is the First Shared Task on
Automated Prediction of Difficulty and Response
Time for Multiple Choice Questions (Yaneva et al.,
2024). In this paper, we describe a submission
to this shared task, which placed first for predict-
ing Item Difficulty and fifth for predicting Item Re-
sponse Time.

2 Related Work

Both the prediction of Item Difficulty and Item Re-
sponse Time for multiple choice questions utiliz-
ing natural language processing are comparably
novel tasks. Earlier research on predicting Item
Difficulty tackled mostly other item formats such
as C-tests, a form of fill-in-the-blank test aimed
at testing language proficiency, (Beinborn et al.,
2015) or constructed response items (Padó, 2017).
In the context of language learning, Settles et al.
(2020) developed a method to assess the difficulty
of various types of items for language learning in
terms of the CEFR framework.

Early research on predicting Item Difficulty for
multiple choice questions was conducted by Ha
et al. (2019), who fit various feature-based models
using heterogeneous sets of features incorporating
embeddings, as well as lexical, syntactic, seman-
tic, cohesion-based, and psycholinguistic features
to predict Item Difficulty for a large-scale dataset
comprised of United States Medical Licensing Ex-
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amination® (USMLE®) items. The authors also
use features derived from information retrieval sys-
tems. They reason that retrieving an answer for a
given question through Information Retrieval might
predict the difficulty of cognitively retrieving an
answer. Subsequent work by Yaneva et al. (2020)
and Yaneva et al. (2021) used similar approaches
to predict Item Survival and Item Response Com-
plexity.

For predicting Item Response Time, Baldwin
et al. (2021) used feature-based models using pri-
marily the same features and algorithms which
Ha et al. (2019) applied for predicting Item Dif-
ficulty. They found that embeddings and linguistic
features were robust in predicting Item Response
Time, with IR-based features being less predictive
while still holding some degree of predictive power.
Yaneva et al. (2023) combined linguistic features
with static embeddings produced by word2vec and
contextual word embeddings produced by non-fine-
tuned BERT models to predict a range of item char-
acteristics, including Item Response Time.

What becomes apparent when reviewing the past
literature on the topic is that transformer-encoder
language models such as BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) have not been fine-tuned for the prediction
of Item Difficulty and Item Response Time as of
now. This can be regarded as a clear research
gap, given that transformer encoders could push the
state of the art for a wide range of tasks in natural
language processing and outperformed more tradi-
tional feature-based approaches for these (Rogers
et al., 2020).

3 Method

To close this gap, we aim to evaluate the overall pre-
dictiveness of pre-trained transformer encoder lan-
guage models for Item Difficulty and Item Response
Time in our submission for the First Shared Task on
Automated Prediction of Difficulty and Response
Time for Multiple Choice Questions (Yaneva et al.,
2024).

3.1 Dataset

The dataset used for this task was provided by
Yaneva et al. (2024) and consists of multiple
choice items that were previously used for the
United States Medical Licensing Examination®
(USMLE®). It is divided into a training and a test
set, with the training set comprising 466 and the
test set comprising 201 items. Each item consists

of a prompt with up to 10 different response op-
tions, of which a single one is correct. Moreover,
for each item, it is remarked whether the response
options come in the form of texts or images (the
images are not provided with the dataset; instead,
there are descriptions of what is depicted) and if
the items belong to the first, second or third step of
the USMLE®.
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Figure 1: Violinplots depicting the general distributional
properties of Item Difficulty and Item Response Time.

Each item is given a single rating for Item Dif-
ficulty and one for Item Response Time. Figure 1
shows the distribution of values for both of them.
Going by Shapiro-Wilk, neither Item Difficulty (W
= 0.93, p < 0.000) nor Item Response Time (W
= 0.94, p < 0.000) follow a normal distribution.
However, as Figure 2 reveals, both are significantly
correlated, which is also confirmed by Pearson’s (r
= 0.49, p < 0.000) and Spearman’s (r = 0.52, p <
0.000) correlation coefficients.

As the difficulty of an item very likely influences
the time needed to think about the correct answer,
it can be speculated that there is, to a certain de-
gree, a causal relationship between both variables.
However, given that the r values are not higher, it
can also be concluded that this is not the only factor
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influencing the exact outcome of both variables for
each item.

3.2 System Description
The architecture we implemented for this shared
task is derived from the modified transformer-based
model implemented by Gombert et al. (2022) for
automated short answer scoring, where it outper-
formed regular transformer-based models for this
task. Our architecture can be flexibly applied to
various regression and classification tasks. It is a
deep neural network architecture based upon regu-
lar BERT-like transformer-encoder language mod-
els (Devlin et al., 2019). The typical BERT regres-
sion setup uses a single output neuron. This neuron
is fed with the last layer’s classification token out-
put. Our setup, however, is modified.

The first difference to the standard BERT imple-
mentation is the usage of scalar mixing. Scalar mix-
ing calculates a weighted mean of all hidden layers
of a transformer language model. The weights from
which this mean is calculated are fit during training.
This technique was mainly applied to investigate
the influence of different pre-trained layers on a
given prediction (Tenney et al., 2019; Kuznetsov
and Gurevych, 2020). Still, it can also be used as a
regular neural network building block.

Different layers of BERT-like models learn repre-
sentations for different linguistic phenomena (Ten-
ney et al., 2019). Using scalar mixing lets us ex-
ploit all these representations, instead of only the
output of the last layer, while simultaneously learn-
ing their importance for the final output. Scalar
mixing can be depicted using the following equa-
tion with tensors t1, ..., tn being the hidden layer
outputs, and γ and w1, ..., wn being the learnable
parameters:

S(t1, ..., tn) = γ
n∑

j=0

softmax(wj)tj (1)

The second adjustment to the classification heads
is to use a two-layer setup. The output of the inter-
mediate layer runs through a Rational Activation
(Molina et al., 2020), a form of learnable activation
function whose shape is optimized during training;
thus, a "Rational Network". This activation func-
tion outperformed non-learnable activation func-
tions for multiple architectures and benchmarks.
Rational Activations are based upon Padé approx-
imants (Brezinski et al., 1995), which can gener-
ally be optimized to approximate various functions,

including typical activation functions. Given a hy-
pothetical optimal activation function f(x) for a
problem at hand, one can approximate this func-
tion by learning a Padé approximant F (x) of the
pre-defined orders n and m using the following
equation where coefficients aj and ak are learned
during training:

F (x) =

∑m
j=0 ajx

j

1 + |(∑m
k=1)akx

k| (2)

Another important aspect of our model is the use
of multi-task learning. As Peng et al. (2020) put it,
"[m]ulti-task learning (MTL) is a field of machine
learning where multiple tasks are learned in parallel
while using a shared representation", with "repre-
sentation" referring to the internal embeddings put
out by the different model layers. Although the
shared task rules prevented using one of the two
variables to predict the other directly, they did not
prevent implementing a system simultaneously pre-
dicting both. As shown in section 3, Item Difficulty
and Item Response Time are significantly correlated
in the training set. While this does not necessar-
ily prove a causal relationship, it implies that the
internal representations used to predict one of the
two variables can likely benefit the prediction of
the other. Therefore, using shared representations
will likely lead to improved predictions for both
variables.

Multi-task learning is usually conducted by at-
taching multiple prediction heads to the base model
for transformer-encoder models. Our setup in-
volves the usage of a complete distinct regres-
sion head per variable, each with separate units
for Scalar Mixing and Rational Activations, and
distinct linear layers. We reason, while the trans-
former encoder learns shared representations dur-
ing fine-tuning, both variables might require a
stronger or weaker emphasis on different model
layers during Scalar Mixing. Moreover, an opti-
mal learned activation function F (x) might look
different for both.

Given an item k, the model receives the follow-
ing corresponding input I(k), with ⊕ referring
to the separation token of a given model, sk ∈
{1, 2, 3} to the exam step, tk ∈ {TEXT, PIX}
to the item type, pk to the item prompt, rk1, ..., rkn
to the possible answers, and ck ∈ {rk1, ..., rkn} to
the correct answer:

I(k) = sk ⊕ tk ⊕ pk ⊕ rk1 ⊕ ...⊕ rkn ⊕ ck (3)
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Figure 2: This scatterplot depicts the relationship between Item Difficulty and Item Response Time.

During training, the mean loss for both variables
is calculated to acquire the gradients for backprop-
agation. Since Item Response Time and Item Dif-
ficulty are on different scales, a naïve approach
would strongly bias the model towards Item Re-
sponse Time. For this reason, we divide Item Re-
sponse Time by 100 to get similar scales for both
variables. Consequently, the model outputs for Item
Response Time must be multiplied by 100 again
to acquire the actual item response time. With a
model M(x) receiving an input as defined by I(k),
vk being the Item Difficulty, and wk being the Item
Response Time of k, the following equation illus-
trates this:

M(I(k)) = (vk,
wk

100
) (4)

Figure 3 illustrates the overall system setup.

3.3 Evaluation
3.3.1 Pre-Evaluation (Model Selection)
In a pre-evaluation step, we aimed to select the
most appropriate transformer language model to
use as the basis for our shared task submission.
Therefore, we evaluated the architecture described
in the System Description section with different
pre-trained transformer-encoder language models.
All models were implemented using the Hugging-
face Transformers framework (Wolf et al., 2020).
However, we implemented our own training and

evaluation procedures. These are the following
models:

• BERT-large1: this model is the original BERT
model as described in Devlin et al. (2019).

• RoBERTa-large2: This model is an estab-
lished BERT variant that was pre-trained on
a larger data set without the usage of next
sentence prediction and outperforms regular
BERT on established benchmarks such as Su-
perGLUE (Wang et al., 2019).

• ELCTRA-large3: this model was published
by Clark et al. (2020). Unlike BERT and
RoBERTa, it is pre-trained in an adversar-
ial setup using two models that implement
a variation of masked language modelling.
One model, the generator, predicts masked to-
kens. The other model, the discriminator, then
must classify random input tokens concerning
whether they were generated or ground truth.

• DeBERTa-v3-large4: this model was pub-
lished by He et al. (2023). It uses disentangled
attention to separately encode the content and

1https://huggingface.co/google-bert/bert-large-uncased
2https://huggingface.co/FacebookAI/roberta-large
3https://huggingface.co/google/electra-large-

discriminator
4https://huggingface.co/microsoft/deberta-v3-large
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Figure 3: This diagram depicts the general architecture
of our models. A given input is encoded into static
embeddings. These are then propagated through all lay-
ers of a given pre-trained transformer encoder language
model. The static embeddings and the outputs of all
layers are propagated into the respective scalar mixing
units, where a weighted mean is calculated from the in-
dividual tensors per variable. These are then propagated
into the individual regression heads.

position of a token within an input text. More-
over, it is pre-trained using a specialized adver-
sarial setup similar to ELECTRA. We chose
this model since it is the best-performing open
BERT-like model on the SuperGLUE (Wang
et al., 2019) leaderboard5.

• BiomedBERT-large6: This model is a BERT
variant which was published by Tinn et al.
(2023). It is trained identically to BERT but
uses biomedical data exclusively (abstracts
crawled from PubMed). We evaluated this

5https://super.gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard
6https://huggingface.co/microsoft/BiomedNLP-

BiomedBERT-large-uncased-abstract

model for the shared task since its dataset also
stems from the biomedical domain.

• BiomedELECTRA-large7: This model is an
ELECTRA variant which was published by
Tinn et al. (2023). It is trained identically to
ELECTRA but uses biomedical data exclu-
sively (abstracts crawled from PubMed). We
evaluated this model for the shared task since
its dataset also stems from the biomedical do-
main.

We also added two simpler baseline models. We
used Linear Regression and Random Forests as
algorithms, which both are given the following
features:

• Tf-ifd-encoded character trigrams for the item
prompt and each answer option, motivated by
the fact that character n-gram frequencies can
provide valuable signals in terms of predict-
ing readability (Imperial and Kochmar, 2023),
which should be correlated with Item Diffi-
culty and Item Response Time, given the re-
sults from Ha et al. (2019) and Baldwin et al.
(2021).

• The overall number of tokens of the item
prompt, motivated by the general observation
of text length being correlated to text complex-
ity as reported by DuBay (2007).

Additionally, we added dummy regressors that con-
sistently predict the respective mean.

The evaluation was conducted solely on the train-
ing set using 5x5 cross-validation implemented
via the RepeatedKFold class from Scikit-learn (Pe-
dregosa et al., 2011). We trained for four epochs
and reported the best results achieved during one
of these epochs. All runs used the same random
seed, namely 1, to keep the results perfectly com-
parable. For each model, we measured RMSE (the
primary evaluation metric of the shared task), MAE
and r. To this, we added rs to measure to which de-
gree the models can correctly rank the items by the
predicted variables without explicitly considering
the exact predictions. Table 1 shows the respective
results, ranked by RMSE.

It is visible that the correct prediction of the Item
Difficulty is nearly impossible using our proposed
method with the given data. None of the models

7https://huggingface.co/microsoft/BiomedNLP-
BiomedELECTRA-large-uncased-abstract
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Item Difficulty
Model RMSE ↓ MAE r rs
ELECTRA 0.31 0.25 0.19 0.16
RoBERTa 0.31 0.25 0.17 0.16
DeBERTa-v3 0.31 0.26 0.17 0.15
Dummy (Mean) 0.31 0.26 - -
Random Forests 0.31 0.26 0.09 0.07
BERT 0.32 0.27 0.16 0.14
BiomedBERT 0.32 0.26 0.11 0.11
Linear Regression 0.32 0.26 0.11 0.07
BiomedELECTRA 0.33 0.27 0.12 0.10

Item Response Time
Model RMSE ↓ MAE r rs
DeBERTa-v3 23.05 17.48 0.63 0.65
BERT 23.52 17.76 0.60 0.64
RoBERTa 23.76 17.79 0.61 0.64
BiomedELECTRA 23.88 17.87 0.61 0.63
BiomedBERT 23.97 18.02 0.59 0.62
ELECTRA 24.68 18.57 0.60 0.64
Dummy (Mean) 46.87 37.77 - -
Random Forests 47.13 38.56 0.19 0.22
Linear Regression 47.60 38.87 0.17 0.17

Table 1: The results of our pre-evaluation experiments
to determine the strongest models ranked by RMSE. All
results were calculated during 5x5 cross-validation runs.

we tested achieved a better RMSE score than the
dummy regressor, meaning the models hold almost
no predictive power. The model based on BioMED-
BERT-large and the Linear Regression baseline are
outperformed by this dummy regressor in terms
of RMSE. Nonetheless, the r and rs results show
that all transformer-based models are at least more
successful in modelling the Item Difficulty than the
baselines. However, this success is still minimal.

Our pre-evaluations yielded better results for
Item Response Time. Here, all transformer-based
models significantly outperformed the baseline
models. This means it is possible – to a certain
degree – to model Item Response Time with our
proposed method and the given data. While models
based on BioMED-BERT-large and DeBERTa-v3-
large achieve a similar RMSE, the model based on
DeBERTa-v3-large outperforms all other models
in terms of r and rs, meaning it is the overall best
model.

3.3.2 Shared Task Evaluation
The shared task organizers allowed the submission
of up to three predictions per variable. We sub-
mitted results predicted with models based upon
ELECTRA, RoBERTa and DeBERTa-v3. BERT,
Biomed-BERT and Biomed-ELECTRA were not
used since they performed worse for the predic-
tion of the Item Difficulty while achieving very
similar results to the other models for the Item Re-

Item Difficulty
Model RMSE ↓ MAE r rs Rank
ELECTRA 0.29 0.24 0.27 0.25 1/43
RoBERTa 0.30 0.24 0.24 0.20 3/43
Dummy 0.31 - - - 16/43
DeBERTa-v3 0.31 0.25 0.21 0.19 17/43

Item Response Time
Model RMSE ↓ MAE r rs Rank
UNED run2 23.92 - - - 1/34
RoBERTa 25.64 17.94 0.60 0.67 5/34
ELECTRA 25.87 19.14 0.57 0.65 6/34
DeBERTa-v3 27.30 21.48 0.56 0.63 14/34
Dummy 31.68 - - - 25/34

Table 2: The final shared task evaluation results. For
Item Difficulty, we report the results of our models and
the baseline dummy model of the shared task organizers.
For Item Response Time, we also report the results of the
overall winning system from a competing team called
UNED run2.

sponse Time. For this purpose, all three models
were re-trained on the whole training set for four
epochs. While the models based upon ELECTRA
and RoBERTa achieved very high placements on
the shared task leaderboard for both variables, the
model based on DeBERTa-v3 performed worse,
which is a surprising outcome.

The overall trends observed during our pre-
evaluation steps continued into the final shared task
evaluations. While for the Item Difficulty, barely
any system could show a performance superior to
a dummy regressor baseline, the Item Response
Time was easier to predict. Interestingly, the model
based on DeBERTa-v3 ranks the worst out of our
models for both variables despite being the best-
performing approach for predicting the Item Re-
sponse Time during the pre-evaluations. However,
except for this, the results line up.

Going by r and rs, it is visible that predictions
and ground truth values are positively correlated for
both variables. However, a trend that is observable
for all models and both variables is revealed in
Figure 4. On average, the predicted values are
lower than the ground truth. This pattern is more
drastic for the Item Difficulty but also visible for
the Item Response Time.

4 Discussion

The research at hand has multiple implications.
First, we proved that using established pre-trained
transformer-encoder language models for predict-
ing the Item Difficulty and the Item Response Time
can be a viable choice overall. Moreover, we could
also show that our adjustments to the typical BERT
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Figure 4: These regression plots illustrate the relationship between ground truth values and model predictions. The
x-axis refers to the ground truth value of a given data point, while the y-axis refers to the respective predicted value.
The individual data points’ colour coding indicates the differences between ground truth and prediction, with a
darker colour indicating a larger difference.

architecture proved fruitful. These adjustments let
our models achieve very competitive performance
in the shared task, with our best model even win-
ning one of the two tracks (Item Difficulty).

In theory, our approach can be easily integrated
with the past feature-based models published by
Ha et al. (2019), Yaneva et al. (2020), Yaneva et al.
(2021) and Baldwin et al. (2021). For this purpose,
one needs to fine-tune a respective model. One
can then use the output of all intermediate layers
as embeddings. Using an algorithm such as Ran-
dom Forests or Gradient Boosting, selecting appro-
priate features from these internal representations
should be possible. Works as those by Minixhofer
et al. (2021), Gombert and Bartsch (2021), Ro-

taru (2021), Smolenska et al. (2021) or Gombert
(2021) show that the integration of task-specific
transformer-based contextualized embeddings with
more traditional feature-based algorithms can yield
fruitful outcomes. Considering systems such as
the ones published by Ha et al. (2019), one could
easily replace the generalized embeddings they use
with task-specific ones. Future work could thus in-
volve testing whether such embeddings can add to
a more traditional feature set to improve the overall
predictive power of a given model.

It is also visible that the prediction of the Item
Difficulty remains a challenging task since even the
best participating models barely outperformed a
dummy baseline model. On average, the models
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underestimate the difficulty of input items. In the
case of this shared task, this effect might result
from the data set being comparably small and from
a highly specialized domain, namely the biomedi-
cal one with its comparably complicated and spe-
cialized language.

However, since all past work on predicting the
difficulty and required response time of multiple
choice questions using machine learning models
was aimed at assessments from this domain, it is
hard to make generalized judgements on the overall
difficulty of this problem. What is required here is
the publication of additional datasets from different
domains and the evaluation of models using these.
In this context, cross-domain evaluations especially
would be of high use.

Predicting the Item Response Time was a more
fruitful endeavour, with models outperforming the
dummy baseline by a larger margin. However, with
an RMSE rate of 23.92 for the best-performing
model, one still needs to consider that the predicted
Item Response Time is far from accurate. The same
issue for predicting the Item Difficulty holds true
for the Item Response Time: the dataset at hand is
from a highly specialized domain, and data from
other domains is not generally available.

5 Conclusion

This paper explains our submissions for the BEA
2024 shared task on predicting the Item Difficulty
and the Item Response Time, of which the best
placed first for predicting the Item Difficulty and
fifth for predicting the Item Response Time. Our
architecture combines pre-trained transformer en-
coder models with multi-task learning and custom
regression heads, expanding upon an architecture
published by Gombert et al. (2022) by combining
them with Scalar Mixing and Rational Activations.

The results suggest predicting Item Response
Time and especially Item Difficulty are comparably
difficult tasks. However, the dataset used for this
paper stems from the biomedical domain. This
domain uses a very specialized language. For this
reason, the tasks need to be evaluated with data
from more domains to make a general claim. This
could be the objective of future work.

6 Limitations

The limitations of our systems have already been
discussed in the Discussion section. First, the
dataset used is from a narrow domain. For this

reason, results might not translate to datasets from
other domains. So far, datasets from domains other
than the medical one are unavailable. This is a
clear research gap that must be addressed in future
work. Second, even though our systems won one
of the two shared tracks and generally achieved
high ranks, the results suggest that the problems of
predicting Item Difficulty and Item Response Time
are far from solved.
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